
Science Curriculum
Portfolio

“Science is the process that takes us from confusion to 
understanding”



Curriculum Intent:
At Chellaston Fields we believe that all of our children can be great scientists! Our intent is to provide all children with full
access to an ambitious and broad Science curriculum which provokes our children to ask big questions about the world around
them, to have a natural curiosity that lasts a lifetime and to develop the skills to work scientifically to find answers. Using
National Curriculum objectives as our starting point, we encourage our children to immerse themselves in enquiry-based learning
as well as collaborating with others through researching, investigating and evaluating their experiences.

Our mission to make sure that our children have no limits when it comes to working within Science when they are older; we
want them know that they can become astronauts, marine biologists, forensic scientists or even pyrotechnic engineers! We want
our children to always remember their science lessons and experiences as being exciting, explosive and explorative. Our
curriculum has been carefully planned and sequenced so that the knowledge and skills are built steadily over time. We also
make the most of ‘in the moment’ learning so if a child wants to learn about yesterday’s solar eclipse or tomorrow’s blood
moon, we encourage this curiosity by exploring this together as a class. In our ever changing world, we cannot predict what the
future will look like for our children but we do aim to equip them with the knowledge to explain why things happen the way
they do or teach them the skills to investigate unknown phenomena.

Ultimately, our intent is that all children leave Chellaston Fields with strong foundations in Science, and a curiosity about the
world around them, that remains with them for the rest of their lives.



Curriculum Implementation:
Implementation
At Chellaston Fields, all of our Science lessons are aligned with the National Curriculum and are taught weekly to allow time for
children to think regularly and deeply about each topic in order to develop a breadth of knowledge and skills. The concepts
within these topics are repeated throughout our curriculum so that new knowledge can be added to the prior knowledge that
was secured in previous years in a clear and coherent way.
We revisit topics throughout each year through ‘Flashback Fridays’ and we use interleaving in order to ‘interrupt the forgetting’
and to continually consolidate knowledge. Knowledge organisers are used at the beginning of each half term to define the
knowledge that must be learned and to promote the retention of subject specific knowledge and vocabulary. We further enhance
our prioritised knowledge with Science weeks, events and visits; one of our most important resources is the amount of industry
that surrounds us and so we invite people from Toyota and Rolls Royce
In Science, we take a practical and hands on approach to teaching as we want the children to remember the ‘awe and wonder’
they feel as they make new discoveries and perform experiments. In addition to our discrete teaching, we also have
‘Opportunities to Explore’ within our classrooms which are continuous provision style activities set up to promote scientific
exploration, curiosity and enquiry.
The key features of a Science lesson at Chellaston Fields include; a connect back to revisit previous learning, tasks that are
based on robust assessment for learning, opportunities to be collaborative, activities which are hands-on and practical and that
the children are immersed in a vocabulary rich environment.



Curriculum Impact:
Science progress at Chellaston FIelds is measured through our children’s ability to retain scientific knowledge so that they remember more and explain more.
Our consistent approach to Science teaching results in fun, engaging, high-quality Science education, that provides children with the foundations and
knowledge for understanding the world.
If we achieve our intent, our children will be aware of the possibilities for careers in Science, as a result of our community links and connection with national
and local agencies such as the STEM association, Rolls Royce and Toyota. This gives our children access to positive role models within the field of science
from the immediate and wider local community.

In terms of assessment, children in EYFS are assessed through observations. In KS1 and KS2, children are assessed against the NC core objectives as stated
on the medium term plans for each half term. Teacher assessments are informed through carefully differentiated planning and teaching, targeted
questioning, observations, challenges and next steps. Knowledge and skills are assessed through teacher assessments evidenced through pictures,
observations pupils’ work inc books, quizzes and next steps.

Monitoring and evaluation of the impact on children’s learning includes regular monitoring of books by the STEM curriculum team, mini moderations,
learning and environment walks as well as regular RAG meetings where pupil progress is discussed
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Explore beliefs and experiences; respect
values; discover oneself and the
surrounding world; use imagination and
creativity; reflect meaningfully on their
own actions and the actions of others.

Recognise right and wrong; understand
consequences; investigate moral and
ethical issues, offer reasoned views.

Use social skills in different contexts; work
well with others; resolve conflicts;
understand how communities work.

Appreciate cultural influences; participate in
culture opportunities; understand, accept,
respect and celebrate diversity.
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Sometimes science and spiritual ideas do
cause conflict but in a modern society it is
important to understand why these
conflicts arise so we can respect the views
of others and move forward. It is seen
more often that science is able to stand
alongside the spiritual beliefs of many.
This is looked at often from a neutral
stand point within science lessons.

Our understanding of Science has allowed
us to develop technology we couldn’t
have imagined 50 years ago. Now
however, we must start deciding if we
should we do all the scientific activities
we are able to or morally should we
decide not to. This can be as simple as
should we test medicines for humans that
could save lives on animals causing them
cruelty? It could be as complex as should
we allow somatic or germ line cell
therapy. Moral development is a vital
part of any scientist’s development.
Students will need to develop a good
understanding of it to firstly pass exams
which always comprise of ethical
questions but more importantly to
become a good rounded scientist.

Science is changing our society. The life
expectancy is getting longer, people are
driving more efficient and more eco-friendly
cars, and more and more people are putting
solar panels on their rooftops. Our society
has become dependent on scientific
developments which we could not have
foreseen 50 years ago but also our lives are
likely to change significantly in the future
because of our reckless damaging activities
to the environment as a human society.
Students must consider their impact on the
world around them and start to look at
what we can do to help the next generation
have a habitable planet. Areas we
specifically focus on are that of pollution,
global warming and destruction of the ozone
layer.

Scientific development comes from all across
the world, from people of all backgrounds
and cultures. Some of science’s most
important discoveries have come from other
parts of the world and it’s important for
students to understand this as many believe
that progress comes largely from the UK or
America. It is also important to understand
how the different cultures around the world
can have different impacts on the planet and
what impact more economically developed
countries have on poorer areas. This will also
be vital into the future as we need to monitor
the impact of quickly developing cultures
around the world on our environment.



What does a scientist at Chellaston Fields look like?

Patient and 
resilient when 

trying to prove a 
theory or make a 

discovery.

Able to communicate 

and work well 

collaboratively  to 

solve problems and 

come to a conclusion

Open minded and 
accepting of the 

outcomes even when 
they may not be what 
they were expecting.

Curious, inquisitive and 
have a thirst for scientific 

knowledge.

Detail oriented and able to make 
tiny observations that can be 

recorded, remembered and reflected 
on. 



Equality and Diversity (including BV):

At Chellaston Fields we believe that it is important for all of our children to be inspired by a diverse range of significant scientists from
all walks of life. We learn about the work of many famous scientists such as Ada Lovelace, Alan Turing, Isaac Newton and Marie Curie
and how their discoveries have helped to shape the world we live in today. We also celebrate scientists in our ‘Little People, Big dreams’
assemblies where the children get to learn more about the scientists as people, their backgrounds and their passions. In addition to this,
it is really important to us that we draw on the wealth of scientific knowledge and opportunities in our community. We do this by
working in partnership with parents in the industry and make links with provision that can benefit the children in our school. We have
worked with STEM ambassadors from Rolls-Royce who have helped us to challenge gender stereotypes and raise the aspirations of our
children who are passionate about a future in STEM. In our science lessons, a variety of texts from a broad range of authors and
scientists are used to ensure that the children hear theories, ideas and hypothesis from different perspectives to help to inform their
decision making and shape their ways of thinking.



Supporting children with SEND: 

To overcome any potential barriers in Science, we offer a range of supports and scaffolds
for children with SEND, including:

· Pupils with SEND thrive when given the opportunity to explore Science by exploring problems practically as this helps our children to

establish a better understanding of how and why our world works the way it does. Our Curiosity Cubes in class give children the
opportunity to explore regularly and children with SEND enjoy an interactive, exploratory approach to their learning.

· We use resources that emphasise touch, such as 3D models and Key Word Fans to support children in joining in discussions. We take
a multi-sensory approach using a wide range of resources and communication methods such as pictures, symbols, diagrams, and
cameras.

· Pupils’ learning will be supported and extended through the use of technology - learning can be shared with Pupils onto Showbie so
that they can revisit prior learning or hear pre recorded explanations from their teachers. Pupils with poor motor control may gain
confidence and achieve success through recording their observations onto Showbie too. Each classroom also has access to iPads and
Talking Tins.

· Peer support and mixed ability groupings help to foster positive learning relationships and shared learning experiences

· Science experiments can include multi-step instructions which can complex to follow. To support our SEND children, we use visual
prompts and cues that allow them access our practical activities and experiments.



GROW values in the classroom

Early Years

We show resilience when testing our 
rafts on the water and draw 
conclusions about materials. 

We have opportunities to explore 
concepts of past and present through 

immersive experiences.

We use great 
communication 
to describe 
observations over 
time.

We work together to identify 
different minibeasts. 

We work together to think about how to care 
for animals and what they need to survive?



GROW values in the classroom

KS1

We have lots of opportunities to 
explore what living things need to 
survive.

We work together through 
kindness to research information.

We have lots of opportunities to be curious 
within our provision and books that help us 
independently develop our knowledge of 
science.

We use our great communication to predict 
whether materials sink or float and draw  
conclusions from our experiments. 

We are resilient when 
exploring how to make non-
Newtonian materials- like 
slime!  We use great 

communication 
to explore the 
properties of 
materials.



GROW values in the classroom

KS2
We work together through 
kindness to carry out experiments.

We have lots of opportunities to explore 
scientific concepts through practical 
experiments.

We work together to set up 
comparative fair tests.

We are resilient when planning 
different types of scientific 
enquiries.



Examples of Physical Literacy in our Science curriculum

EYFS



Examples of Physical Literacy in our Science curriculum
KS1 and KS2



How could I support my child at home?
Encourage Observation
Observation is one of the most important steps in the scientific process.Have your child notice things in his or her environment and share your observations, too. For

example: the way raindrops make waves in a puddle, how the wind makes a tree sway or new flowers blooming.

Encourage STEM Language
Try to integrate STEM language into everyday life. For example, when you’re watching a film, ask your child, “What do you predict will happen next?” Ask your

child to describe what he or she sees, feels, or hears, for example, when a child sees a rock or leaf outside, ask him to describe the color, shape, size, or texture. Ask

your child to describe what she is doing or what she did, this helps children to think about the processes and outcomes of events and experiences. For example,

When your child is building with blocks, ask her to describe what she is building, what materials she is using, and how she is using the materials.

Encourage Questions and Model Curiosity
Children are naturally curious. Support their curiosity by asking them “what” questions instead of “why” questions.

“Why” questions suggest there is a right answer, which can make young children hesitant because they don’t know the answer. “What” questions help build

confidence and communication skills as you give them questions they can answer. For example, If you ask, “Why does the paper clip stick to the magnet?” the child

may not know the answer. Instead, ask, “What happens to the paper clip when it is near the magnet?” This is a question a child can answer with confidence.



Useful websites and Apps:

www.nasa.gov/kidsclub/index.html NASAKids Club

www.nasa.gov/stem/forstudents/9-12/index.html NASA STEM for Students

kids.nationalgeographic.com/ Kids National Geographic

www.projectnoah.org/ Project Noah

billnye.com/ Bill Nye the Science Guy

www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/labs/ Nova

www.youtube.com/channel/UCZYTClx2T1of7BRZ86-8fow SciShow

science.howstuffworks.com/ How Stuff Works

www.noaa.gov/education/resource-collections NOAA Resource Collections

KS1 Science for Kids- Tappity (App)

Immerse AR in Education (App)

Professor Astros Cat’s Solar System (App) 

Max and Ruby’s Science Educational Games (App) 

Science Practical Simulator (App)

The Human Body by Tinybop (App)

Plants by Tinybop

http://www.nasa.gov/kidsclub/index.html
http://www.nasa.gov/stem/forstudents/9-12/index.html
http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/
http://www.projectnoah.org/
http://billnye.com/
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/labs/
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZYTClx2T1of7BRZ86-8fow
http://science.howstuffworks.com/
http://www.noaa.gov/education/resource-collections

